
Video Conferencing 

The VC range of Video Conferencing units are for single and twin screen installations capable of holding up to a 
single 70” screen for the VC-01-C, twin screens up to 57” on the VC-02-C and up to a single 52” screen can be 
mounted on the VC-03-C. 
 
The cabinets have shelving or 2 x 11U 19” racking and locking doors as standard, with optional rear security grills to 
safeguard the equipment. Standard finish options are Oak and Walnut with Beech, Maple, Cherry and Ash available 
at an extra cost. As a special order we can manufacture the cabinets to any size and any finish specification. 
 
Camera positions can be below, above or between the screens. Cubby holes and power and data distribution can be 
easily accommodated to meet your clients’ requirements. 

A complete solution to your Video Conferencing and  
Telepresence technical furniture requirements 

VC-01-C VC-02-C VC-03-C 

SO-01 and SO-03 
 
Single and dual screen stands with codec 

and camera shelves  
 

SO-01 single screen unit can  
accommodate up to a 47” screen. Height 

adjustable on set up 
 

SO-03 Twin screen stand can  
accommodate up to 2 x 37” screens. 

Height adjustable on set up  

SO-04 and SO-05 
 
Single and dual screen stands with codec 

and camera shelves  
 

SO-04 single screen unit can  
accommodate up to a 85” screen. Height 

adjustable on set up 
 

SO-05 Twin screen stand can  
accommodate up to 2 x 65” screens. 

Height adjustable on set up  

VC Stands with camera and codec shelves 



Video Conferencing Desks 
 

Mode-AL manufacture desks for Video Conferencing and other technology intensive applications. We can incorporate 
manual or motorised Screen Pop-up Mechanisms, Microphone Mounts, Cable Cubbies, Power and Data Distribution 
modules and many more into the desk. Under the desk you will find comprehensive cable management with cable 

trays running to each node and utilising the legs of the desk to drop the wiring to the floor. 
 

As with all of our furniture, we design and manufacture in-house, including all the screen mountings and mechanisms, 
giving Mode-AL a unique ability to custom manufacture to your exact requirements. 

5 seat V shaped VC desk with 3 Screen Pop-Up mechanisms, incorporating Cable Cubbies and Microphone mounts 

7 seat V shaped VC desk with 5 Screen Pop-up mechanisms and Cable Cubbies with Microphone mounts 



Telepresence 

Vx Range 
 

Designed for the new generation of Telepresence  
systems from:  

Polycom: ATX  
Cisco: (Tandberg) T3 Custom Edition 
Lifesize: Conference 200. 
 
The VX range is a versatile system allowing 3 or 4 screen 
setups to be wall mounted, freestanding or enclosed within 
their own sound proof enclosure. 
 
The accompanying desks provide 4 levels of features:  
 
VT-6001: basic 6 person desk with cable access holes &   modesty panel  
 
VT-6021: as 6001 but with 2 cable cubbies with mains outlets, VGA flying lead, and retractable cat 6, USB 
and 3.5mm audio connectors 
 
VT-6301: with 3 screen lifters for previewing documents  
 
VT-6331: As 6301 with 3 additional cable cubbies built into the screen lift  
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